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Domestic Violence must be recognised as violence between two (or more) people regardless of 
gender. Until the “men bashing women” myth is put to rest any Domestic Violence Policy will be 
fatally flawed. This is, of course, especially important in the Gay & Lesbian community. How can 
for example,  any policy based on “men bashing women” perceptions address violence in a lesbian 
relationship?

Another change that I see necessary is that ADVO's between adults must (where the Police have not 
fully investigated the matter) be equally binding upon all named parties. There should not be an 
offender, or a person in need of protection, simply an order that these people refrain from certain 
actions and behaviours. This would totally remove the “payback” ADVO's that currently take up so 
much court & police time, as well as encouraging victims to take some responsibility for their own 
protection by removing the temptation to confront the offender with words to the effect of “See: I've 
got this – you can't come near me now!” This would also greatly reduce false allegations, as the 
person making the allegations would be seen as equally at fault (or not at fault) until the claims 
were investigated in due course.

With respect to the Terms of Reference, I would like to express the following opinions:

• In order to increase compliance and reduce breaches, you need a higher likelihood of 
being caught, not higher penalties. This mandates more police, especially in rural areas.

• GPS devices should only be used in severe cases that have been fully investigated. 
Abuse of minors would be one circumstance where this might be justified.

• For a penalty to be adequate, it must be applied. To apply a penalty you have to prove a 
breach. See my earlier comment about increased police numbers. 

• Early intervention requires education. It also requires a safe way for victims (men & 
women) to explore their options & report their circumstances. Screening must be done 
regardless of gender – at present, thanks to the “men bashing women” myth, only 
women and children are screened in NSW Health! 

• The increase in numbers of women being proceeded against is a good thing, it indicates 
that the “men bashing women” myth is failing of it's own accord! Be prepared for the 
numbers to continue to even out, as they inevitably will do.

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

Trevor Farrell




